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A NOTE ON THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM OF AN 
IRREDUCIBLE P-HYPONORMAL OPERATOR

Kwang II Lee and Hyung Koo Cha

Abstract In this paper, we have the extended result of Bunce's 
theorem And we show that if T is an irreducible p-hyponormal op
erator such that T*T 一 TT*is compact, then aap(T) = ae (T) and 
%"))=只"))

1. Introduction

Let H be a complex Hilbert space. The *-algebra of all bounded 
linear operators on 3~L is denoted by 8(丸)and KfH) is the ideal of all 
compact operators on H For an operator 7, we denote the spectrum, 
the essential spectrum and the approximate point spectrum by a(T), 
<re(T) and aap(T\ respectively.

Let U\T\ be the polar decomposition of T, where U is partial isome
try, |T| is a positive square root of T*T and ker \T\ = kerU An opera
tor T is said to be a p-hyponormal operator if (T*T)P — (TT*)P > 0. If 
p = 1, T is called hyponormal and ifp = T is called semi-hyponormaL 
It is well known that a p-hyponormal operator is q-hyponormal opera
tor for q < p.

If X is a C*-algebra with identity,鱼厶 is the set of nonzero homo
morphism of A into C, and M is the commutator ideal of A (that 
is, M is the norm closed ideal generated by the set of all elements of
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A of the form ab — ba), then M = n{/i-1(0) : h € 令厶} and 龟4 is 
the maximal ideal space of A/M. With the above statement, we have 
A/M M C(亀a/m) under 난le GeFfand transform, a + M a where 
a(K) = h{a) for a in A and h m 龟%〃诺([티)[이)・

In [2], one of the authors constructed an extension 7C of H by means 
of weakly convergent sequences in H and the Banach Limit and ob
tained the faithful *-representation 0 of on 1C.

Proposition 1 1 (⑵) There exists a faithful ^-representation 
of on AS with the following properties:

a) limn = 11：께
(2) b(Z) = b0(T))
(3) crap(T) =o「p(8(7))
(4) If T is a compact operator on 丸,then <^(T) is a compact oper

ator on 7C
(5) IfTtsa Fredholm operator on 0(T) is a Fredholm operator 

on K，.

For T G B(W), <7* (T) is the C*-algebra generated by a single oper
ator T and identity.

Proposition 1 2 ([3])
(1) The -algebra C*(T) is isometrically ^-isomorphic to the C*・ 

algebra C*
(2) If M is the maximal ideal ofC* (T), then 0(Af) zs the maximal 

ideal of C* (<^>(T)).
(3) Let $c*(T) and $c*(</>(r))be the maximal ideal space of C* (T) 

and C* (<^(T)), respectively, then $c*(T) and 臥如(e(T)) are ^so~ 
metrically isomorphic.

Proposition 1 3 ([3])
⑴ M =「1{厂l(0) : f e 으 N = n{/i-1(0) : h E
(2) CK%M 으 cww

An operator is said to be reducible if it has a nontrivial reducing 
subspace. If an. operator is not reducible, then it is called irreducible.
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Proposition 1 4 ([이) If T is an irreducible operator such that 
T*T — TT* is compact, then the commutator ideal M of C*(T) is 
K 아l)

Proposition 1 5 ([3]) If T is an irreducible operator, then <^>(T) 
an irreducible operator.

In this paper, we will improve the Bunce's theorem for hyponor- 
mal operator to p-hyponormal operator. Also for an irreducible p- 
hyponormal operator T, we investigate the relationship between the 
point spectrum and the essential spectrum of and obtain that 
아®)、)= J"、).

2. Main results

A point G C is the joint approximate point spectrum a3a(T) if there 
exists a sequence of iinit vectors 註} in3~L sneh that (T—z)xn T (Land 
(T~~ 2)*a;n T 0. M. Cho and T. Huruya showed that aap(T) = cr7a(T) 
for p-hyponormal operator T([4]).

Bunce proved the following proposition and corollary for hyponor
mal operator([l]) In this paper, we have the same results for p- 
hyponormal operator.

Proposition 2 1 Let T = U\T\ be p-hyponormal. Then X E 
o&J 으) 甘 and only if there is a * -homomorphism p : C*(T) T C 
such that ^(T) = A.

Proof Suppose p : C*(T) -4- C is a ^-homomorphism such that 
W(T) — A. If A (rap(T)^ then there is a constant c > 0 such that 
[[(7— 入)쎄 之 에께 for all in H. This implies that T*T- AT* -XT + 
AA —c2 is a positive operator. Hence 0 < ^(T*T—AT* —AT+AA) —c2 = 
—c2, a contradiction. Hence A e aap(T).

Conversely, suppose A G <tgp(T). Let {xn} be a sequence of unit 
vectors in 社 such that |j(T — A)xn|| 一소 0. Let LIM denote a Banach 
limit and define p : > C by = LIM < Bxn,xn >. If
B e then ||B(T 一 X)xn\\ -> 0. So ^(B(T - A)) = LIM < 
B(T—A)a;n, xn >= 0. Since T is p-hyponormal, aap(T) = crja(T), thus 
II(T —入"工现 T 0. Hence ^(B(T 一 A)*) = 0 for every B e and 
寸(/) = LIM\[xn^ = 1. Therefore if p(T,T*) is any non-commuting
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polynomial in T and T* that has no constant term, ^(p(T,T*) + a)= 
a, for all a in. C. This implies that p is multiplicative on a dense 
subalgebra of C*(T). Hence is multiplicative and 屮(T一 人)=0
and

0 = — A) = LIM < (T — A)xn, xn >
=LIM V Txn^xn > +LIM V —Xxn^xn >
=洌T) 一 A.

So 讽T) = A and 퍼‘) = LIM < T*xn^xn > — {LIM < Txnyxn > 
}* = Therefore is a *-homomorphism such that 寸(7) = A.

Corollary 2.2. If T is p-hyponormal} there is an isometric *- 
isomorphism ofC*(T)/M onto C(aap(T)), where A + M is mapped to 
the function z.

Proof. Let r : t crap(71) be defined by t(^) = ^(T). By
Proposition 2.1, this map is surjective. On the other hand, if 滿 W E 
Qq and ^(T)=矽(7) then p =此 Since Q4 is compact and map 
is continuous, r is a homeomorphism and 丁# : C(aap(T)) 一》C(由厶)is 
defined by 丁# (/) = for. Note that v# is an isometric *-isomorphism. 
We define a map p : C(aap(T)) T C*(T)/M so that the following 
diagram commutes :

CpVM----------------------------- A C(E

(S0))

where the GePfand transform 7 : C* (T)/M —> C($^) is an is이netric 
♦-isomorphism of C*(T)/M onto

We 옴how that 나*-representation </> preserves the p-hyponormality.

Proposition 2 3 Let T = U\T\ be p-hyponormal, is a p- 
hyponormal operator.
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PROOF We need only to prove that p =寿 for some n. Since 
|0(T)|2 = S(7)W(幻== ©(I幻2) = 0(|r|)2. By the unique
ness of the square root of a positive operator, we have </>(|T|) = |^>(T)|. 
Similarly, =仲⑵*)|

By the assumption, we have

- (TT*)鑫 > 0.

Thus,

-(心烦、)、声

=©((/*『))翥-©((77*))去

=©((T*T)寿)-©"「*)亲)

= <机(7叮)2느 一 (TT*)^) > 0.

With the notation of Proposition 1.1 , Proposition. 1.3 and Corollary
2.2, we have following

Proposition 2 4 If T is ap-hyponormal operator, then C*(T)/M 으 
CW(T))/N 으。(아，0(幻)).

In [3], One of the authors proved the following two theorems for 
hyponormal operator. Now we have same results for p-hyponormal 
operator.

THEOREM 2 5 If T is an irreducible p-hyponormal operator such 
that T*T — TT*is compact^ then crap(T) = ae(T) and ap(0(T))= 
be (©(f)).

Proof The fact that aap(T) = <re(T) follows immediately from 
Proposition 1.4 and Corollary 2.2. The second assertion is clear from 
Proposition 1.4 and Proposition 1.5.

Corollary 2 6 If T zs an irreducible p-hyponormal operator such 
that T*T — TT* is compact, then ae(T) = cre((j!>(T)).
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